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Abstract. Besides various other privacy concerns with mobile devices, many
people suspect their smartphones to be secretly eavesdropping on them. In
particular, a large number of reports has emerged in recent years claiming that
private conversations conducted in the presence of smartphones seemingly
resulted in targeted online advertisements. These rumors have not only attracted
media attention, but also the attention of regulatory authorities. With regard to
explaining the phenomenon, opinions are divided both in public debate and in
research. While one side dismisses the eavesdropping suspicions as unrealistic
or even paranoid, many others are fully convinced of the allegations or at least
consider them plausible. To help structure the ongoing controversy and dispel
misconceptions that may have arisen, this paper provides a holistic overview of
the issue, reviewing and analyzing existing arguments and explanatory
approaches from both sides. Based on previous research and our own analysis,
we challenge the widespread assumption that the spying fears have already been
disproved. While confirming a lack of empirical evidence, we cannot rule out
the possibility of sophisticated large-scale eavesdropping attacks being suc-
cessful and remaining undetected. Taking into account existing access control
mechanisms, detection methods, and other technical aspects, we point out
remaining vulnerabilities and research gaps.
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1 Introduction

Smartphones are powerful tools that make our lives easier in many ways. Since they are
equipped with a variety of sensors, store large amounts of personal data and are carried
throughout the day by many people, including in highly intimate places and situations,
they also raise various privacy concerns.

One widespread fear is that smartphones could be turned into remote bugging
devices. For years, countless reports have been circulating on the Internet from people
who claim that things they talked about within earshot of their phone later appeared in
targeted online advertisements, leading many to believe that their private conversations
must have been secretly recorded and analyzed.
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The reported suspicious ads range across many product and service categories,
including clothing, consumer electronics, foods and beverages, cars, medicines, holi-
day destinations, sports equipment, pet care products, cosmetics, and home appliances
– and while some of these ads were described as matching an overall discussion topic,
others allegedly promoted a brand or even a very specific product mentioned in a
preceding face-to-face conversation [6, 12]. Some people claim to have experienced the
phenomenon frequently and that they have successfully reproduced it in private
experiments. Interestingly, many of the purported witnesses emphasize that the
advertised product or service seems not related to places they have visited, terms they
have searched for online, or things they have mentioned in text messages, emails or
social media [6, 40]. Furthermore, some reports explicitly rate it as unlikely that the
respective advertisements were selected by conventional targeting algorithms, as they
lay notably outside the range of advertising normally received and did sometimes not
even appear to match the person’s consumer profile (e.g. in terms of interests, activities,
age, gender, or relationship status) [6, 41].

Numerous popular media outlets have reported on these alleged eavesdropping
attacks [3]. In a Forbes article, for instance, the US-based market research company
Forrester reports that at least 20 employees in its own workforce have experienced the
phenomenon for themselves [40]. The same holds true for one in five Australians,
according to a recent survey [38]. Even the US House Committee on Energy and
Commerce has started to investigate the issue by sending letters to Google and Apple
inquiring about the ways in which iOS and Android devices record private conver-
sations [77].

Many commentators, including tech bloggers, researchers and business leaders, on
the other hand, view the fear that private companies could target their ads based on
eavesdropped conversations as baseless and paranoid. The reputational risk, it is
argued, would be far too high to make this a viable option [76]. With regard to CPU,
battery and data storage limitations, former Facebook product manager Antonio García
Martínez even considers the alleged eavesdropping scenario to be economically and
technically unfeasible [51]. As an alternative explanation for suspiciously relevant ads,
he points to the many established and well-documented methods that companies
successfully use to track, profile and micro-target potential customers. Yet another
possible explanation states that the frequently reported phenomenon is merely a pro-
duct of chance, potentially paired with some form of confirmation bias [41]. Finally,
some commentators also suggest that topics of private conversations are sometimes
inspired by unconsciously processed advertisements, which may later cause the per-
ception of being spied upon when the respective ad is encountered again [28].

Many views, theories and arguments have been put forward in attempt to explain
the curious phenomenon, including experimental results and positions from the
research community. However, a consensus has not yet been reached, not even
regarding the fundamental technical feasibility of the alleged eavesdropping attacks.
Therefore, this paper reviews, verifies and compares existing arguments from both
sides of the discourse. Apart from providing a structured overview of the matter,
conclusions about the feasibility and detectability of smartphone-based eavesdropping
are drawn based on existing research and our own analysis.
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In accordance with the reports found on the phenomenon, this paper will focus on
smartphones – specifically, iOS and Android devices. Since smartphones are the most
widespread consumer electronics device, and since iOS and Android together clearly
dominate the mobile OS market [70], this choice seems justified to us. However, most
of the considerations in this paper are applicable to other types of mobile devices and
other operating systems as well.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the
underlying threat model, distinguishing between three possible adversaries. Section 3
examines the possibility of using smartphone microphones for stealthy eavesdropping,
expanding on aspects of security permissions and user notifications. Similarly, Sect. 4
considers smartphone motion sensors as a potential eavesdropping channel, taking into
account sampling frequency limits enforced by mobile operating systems. Section 5
then looks into the effectiveness of existing mitigation and detection techniques
developed by Google, Apple, and the global research community. In Sect. 6, the
ecosystem providers themselves are considered as potential adversaries. Section 7
evaluates the technical and economic feasibility of large-scale eavesdropping attacks.
After that, Sect. 8 examines ways in which governmental and criminal hackers can
compromise the speech privacy of smartphone users. Finally, Sect. 9 provides a dis-
cussion of analysis results, followed by a conclusion in Sect. 10.

2 Threat Model

To target advertisements based on smartphone eavesdropping, an organization A, who
is responsible for selecting the audience for certain online ads (either the advertiser
itself or a contractor entrusted with this task, such as an advertising network1), needs to
somehow gain access to sensor data2 from the corresponding mobile device, or to
information derived from the sensor data.

Initially, speech is recorded through the smartphone by an actor B, which could be
either (1) the operating system provider itself, e.g. Apple or Google, (2) non-system
apps installed on the device, or (3) third-party libraries3 included in these apps.
Potentially after some processing and filtering, which can happen locally on the device
or on remote servers, actor B shares relevant information extracted from the recording –
directly or through intermediaries – with organization A (unless A and B are one and
the same actor, which is also possible).

Organization A then uses the received information to identify the smartphone
owner as a suitable target for specific ads and sends a corresponding broadcast request
to an ad publisher (organization A could also publish the ads itself if it has access to ad
distribution channels). Finally, the publisher displays the ads on websites or apps –

either on the smartphone through which the speech was recorded or on other devices

1 Advertising networks are companies that match demand and supply of online ad space by connecting
advertisers to ad publishers. They often hold extensive amounts of data on individual internet users to
enable targeted advertising [17].

2 “sensor data” can refer to either audio recordings or motion sensor data (see Sects. 3, 4).
3 The role and significance of third-party apps will be further explained in Sect. 3.1.
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that can be linked4 to the smartphone owner, for example through logins, browsing
behavior, or IP address matching. The websites and apps on which the advertisements
appear do not reveal who recorded the smartphone owner’s speech. Not even orga-
nization A necessarily understands how and by whom the received profiling infor-
mation was initially collected. For illustration, Fig. 1 presents a simplified overview of
the threat model.

3 Microphone-Based Eavesdropping

Modern smartphones have the capability to tape any sort of ambient sound through
built-in microphones, including private conversations, and to transmit sensitive data,
such as the recording itself or information extracted from recorded speech, to remote
servers over the Internet. Mobile apps installed on a phone could exploit these capa-
bilities for secret eavesdropping. Aspects concerning app permissions and user noti-
fications that could affect the feasibility and visibility of such an attack are examined in
the following two subsections.

3.1 Microphone Access Permission

Before an app can access microphones in Android and iOS devices, permission has to
be granted by the user. However, people tend to accept such requests blindly if they are
interested in an app’s functionality [10]. A survey of 308 Android users found that only
17% of respondents paid attention to permissions during app installation, and no more
than 3% of the participants correctly answered the related comprehension questions
[24].

Fig. 1. A schematic and simplified overview of the threat model.

4 For more information on cross-device tracking, refer to [65].
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Encouraging app development at the expense of user privacy, current permission
systems are much less strict than they were in early smartphones and have been
criticized as “coarse grained and incomplete” [59]. Also, once a permission is granted,
it is usually not transparent for users when and for which particular purpose data is
being collected and to which servers it is being sent [62].

To include analytics and advertising capabilities, apps commonly make use of
third-party libraries, i.e., code written by other companies. These libraries share mul-
timedia permissions, such as microphone access, with their corresponding host app and
are often granted direct Internet access [39]. Apart from the concern that third-party
libraries are easily over-privileged, it is considered problematic that app developers
often have limited or no understanding of the library code, which can also be changed
dynamically at runtime [59]. Thus, not only users but also app developers themselves
may be unaware of privacy leaks based on the abuse of granted permissions.

A large variety of existing apps has access to smartphone microphones. Examining
over 17.000 popular Android apps, Pan et al. found that 43.8% ask for permission to
record audio [59].

3.2 User Notifications and Visibility

Android and iOS apps with microphone permission can not only record audio at any
time while they are active, i.e. running in the foreground, but also while they are in
background mode, under certain conditions [7, 31]. Background apps have limited
privileges and are often suspended to conserve the device’s limited resources. In cases,
however, where they request the system to stay alive and continue recording while not
in the foreground, there are ways to indicate this to the user.

In iOS, the status bar will automatically turn bright red when recording takes place
in the background, allowing the user to immediately detect potentially unwanted
microphone activity [8].

While the latest release of Android (version 9 Pie) implements similar measures
[31], some older versions produce no visible indication when background apps access
the microphone [10]. In this context, it might be worth noting that Android has been
widely criticized for its slow update cycle, with hundreds of millions of devices run-
ning on massively outdated versions [56]. Also, quite obviously, notifications in the
graphical user interface are only visible as long as the device’s screen is not turned off.
And finally, some experimenters have already succeeded in circumventing the notifi-
cation requirements for smartphone media recordings [69].

4 Motion Sensor-Based Eavesdropping

Adversaries might be able to eavesdrop on conversations through cell phones without
accessing the microphone. Studies have shown that smartphone motion sensors – more
specifically, accelerometers and gyroscopes – can be sensitive enough to pick up sound
vibrations and possibly even reconstruct speech signals [36, 54, 79].
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4.1 Experimental Research Findings

There are opposing views on whether non-acoustic smartphone sensors capture sounds
at normal conversational loudness. While Anand and Saxena did not notice an apparent
effect of live human speech on motion sensors in several test devices [3], other studies
report very small but measurable effects of machine-rendered speech, significant
enough to reconstruct spoken words or phrases [54, 79].

Using only smartphone gyroscopes, researchers from Israel’s defense technology
group Rafael and Stanford University were able to capture acoustic signals rich enough
to identify a speaker’s gender, distinguish between different speakers and, to some
extent, track what was being said [54]. In a similar experiment, Zhang et al. demon-
strated the feasibility of inferring spoken words from smartphone accelerometer read-
ings in real-time, even in the presence of ambient noise and user mobility [79].
According to their evaluation, the achieved accuracies were comparable to microphone-
based hotword detection applications such as Samsung S Voice and Google Now.

Both [79] and [54] have notable limitations. First of all, their algorithms were only
able to detect a small set of predefined keywords instead of performing full speech
recognition. Also, the speech in both experiments was produced by loudspeakers or
phone speakers, which may result in acoustic properties different from live human
speech. In [54], the playback device and the recording smartphone even shared a
common surface, leading critics to suggest that the observed effect on sensor readings
was not caused by aerial sound waves, but rather by direct surface vibrations [3]. Also,
in contrast to Zhang et al., this approach only achieved low recognition accuracies,
particularly for speaker-independent hotword detection. By their own admission,
however, the authors of [54] are “security experts, not speech recognition experts” [32].
Therefore, the study should be regarded as an initial exploration rather than a perfect
simulation of state-of-the-art spying techniques. With regard to the effectiveness of
their approach, the researchers pointed out several possible directions for future
improvement.

It might also be noteworthy that patents have already been filed for methods to
capture acoustic signals through motion sensors, including a “method of detecting a
user’s voice activity using an accelerometer” [21] and a “system that uses an
accelerometer in a mobile device to detect hotwords” [55].

4.2 Sampling Frequency Limits

In order to limit energy consumption and because typical applications of smartphone
motion sensors do not require highly sampled data, current mobile operating systems
impose a cap on the sampling frequency of motion sensors, such as a maximum of
200 Hz for accelerometer readings in Android [3] and 100 Hz for gyroscopes in iOS
[32]. For comparison, the fundamental frequency of the human speaking voice typi-
cally lies between 85 Hz and 155 Hz for men and 165 Hz and 255 Hz for women [79].
Thus, if at all, non-acoustic smartphone sensors can only capture a limited range of
speech sounds, which presents a challenge to speech reconstruction attacks.
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With the help of the aliasing effect explained in [54], however, it is possible to
indirectly capture tones above the enforced frequency limits. Furthermore, experiments
show that motion sensor signals from multiple co-located devices can be merged to
obtain a signal with increased sampling frequency, significantly improving the effec-
tiveness of speech reconstruction attacks [36]. Two or more smartphones that are
located in proximity to each other and whose sensor readings are shared – directly or
indirectly – with the same actor may therefore pose an increased threat to speech
privacy.

It should also be noted that motion sensors in smartphones are usually capable of
delivering much higher sampling frequencies (often up to 8 kHz) than the upper
bounds prescribed by mobile operating systems [3]. Researchers already expressed
concern that adversaries might be able to override and thereby exceed the software-
based limits through patching applications or kernel drivers in mobile devices [3, 54].

4.3 Sensor Access Permissions and Energy Efficiency

While certain hardware components, such as camera, microphone and the GPS chip,
are typically protected by permission mechanisms in mobile operating systems, motion
sensors can be directly accessed by third-party apps in iOS and Android without any
prior notification or request to the user [32, 45]. Thus, there is usually no way for
smartphone owners to monitor, let alone control when and for what purposes data from
built-in accelerometers and gyroscopes is collected. Even visited websites can often
access smartphone motion sensors [32]. Exploiting accelerometers and gyroscopes to
intrude user privacy is also much more energy-efficient and thus less conspicuous than
recording via microphone [79].

5 Existing Mitigation and Detection Techniques

Many methods are applied by ecosystem providers and security researchers to screen
mobile apps for vulnerabilities and malicious behavior. The following two subsections
examine existing efforts with regard to their potential impact on the feasibility and
detectability of mobile eavesdropping attacks.

5.1 App Inspections Conducted by Ecosystem Providers

Both iOS and Android apply a combination of static, dynamic and manual analysis to
scan new and existing apps on their respective app market for potential security threats
and to ensure that they operate as advertised [78]. Clearly, as the misbehavior of third-
party apps can ultimately damage their own reputation, the platforms have strong
incentives to detect and prevent abuse attempts.

Nevertheless, countless examples of initially undetected malware and privacy leaks
have shown that the security screenings provided by Google and Apple are not always
successful [19]. Google Play’s app inspection process has even been described as
“fundamentally vulnerable” [29]. In a typical cat-and-mouse game, malicious apps
evolve quickly to bypass newly implemented security measures [63], sometimes by
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using “unbearably simple techniques” [29]. In Android devices from uncertified
manufacturers, malware may even be pre-installed before shipment [14]. Significant
vulnerabilities have also been found in official built-in apps. Apple’s FaceTime app, for
example, allowed potential attackers to gain unauthorized access to iPhone cameras and
microphones without any requirement of advanced hacking skills [15].

Leaving security loopholes aside, the existing security mechanisms do not guar-
antee privacy protection in terms of data minimization and transparency. Many mobile
apps collect personal data with no apparent relevance to the advertised functionality
[18, 62]. Even well-known apps like Uber have not been prevented from collecting
sensitive user data that is not required for the service they offer [46].

There are also many documented cases of mobile apps using their microphone
access in unexpected ways. An example that has received a lot of media attention
recently is the use of so-called “ultrasonic beacons”, i.e. high-pitched Morse-style
audio signals inaudible to the human ear which are secretly played in stores or
embedded in TV commercials and other broadcast content in order to be able to
unobtrusively track the location, activities and media consumption habits of consumers
[10]. For this to work, the data subject needs to carry a receiving device that records
and scans ambient sound for relevant ultrasonic signals and sends them back to the
tracking network for automated comparison. A constantly growing number of mobile
apps – several hundred already, some of them very popular – are using their micro-
phone permission for exactly that purpose, often without properly informing the user
about it [10, 47]. These apps, some of which are targeted at children and would not
require audio recording for their core functionality, may even detect sounds while the
phone is locked and carried in a pocket [47]. Even in cases where users are aware that
their phone listens in, it is not clear to them what the audio stream is filtered for exactly
and what information is being exfiltrated. Thus, the example of ultrasonic beacons
shows how apps that have been approved into Apple’s App Store and Google Play can
exploit their permissions for dubious and potentially unexpected tracking purposes.

Finally, it should not be overlooked that smartphone apps can also be obtained from
various non-official sources, circumventing Apple’s and Google’s permission systems
and auditing processes [62]. In Android, users are free in choosing the source of their
applications [78]. Following a more restrictive policy, iOS only allows users to install
apps downloaded from the official Apple App Store. However, kernel patches can be
used to gain root access and remove software restrictions in iOS (“iOS jailbreaking”),
which enables users to install apps from uncertified publishers [62].

5.2 App Inspections Conducted by the Research Community

In addition to the checks conducted by Google and Apple, mobile apps are being
reviewed by a broad community of security and privacy researchers. A wide and
constantly expanding range of manual and automated methods is applied for this
purpose.

Pan et al., for instance, scanned 17,260 popular Android apps from different app
markets for potential privacy leaks [59]. Through examining their media permissions,
privacy policies and outgoing network flows, the researchers tried to identify apps that
upload audio recordings to the Internet without explicitly informing the user about it.
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While unveiling other serious forms of privacy violations, they found no evidence of
such behavior. Based on these findings, the widely held suspicion of companies
secretly eavesdropping on smartphone users was already portrayed as refuted in news
headlines [34, 80].

However, the study comes with numerous limitations: Apart from considering only
a small fraction of the over 2 million available Android apps, the researchers did not
examine media exfiltration from app background activity, did not consider the use of
privileged APIs, only tested a limited amount of each app’s functionalities for a short
amount of time, used a controlled test environment with no real human interactions, did
not consider iOS apps at all, and were not able to detect media that was intentionally
obfuscated, encrypted at the application-layer, or sent over the network in non-standard
encoding formats. Perhaps most importantly, Pan et al. were not able to rule out the
scenario of apps transforming audio recordings into less detectable text transcripts or
audio fingerprints before sending the information out. This would be a very realistic
attack scenario. In fact, various popular apps are known to compress recorded audio in
such a way [10, 33]. While all the choices that Pan et al. made regarding their
experimental setup and methodology are completely understandable and were com-
municated transparently, the limitations do limit the significance of their findings. All
in all, their approach would only uncover highly unsophisticated eavesdropping
attempts.

Of course, many other researchers have also tried to detect privacy leaks in iOS and
Android apps [62]. Besides analyzing decompiled code, permission requests and
generated network traffic, other factors, such as battery power consumption and device
memory usage, can also be monitored to detect suspicious app behavior [67]. Although
some experts claim to have observed certain mobile apps recording and sending out
audio with no apparent justification [58], the scientific community has not yet produced
any hard evidence for large-scale eavesdropping through smartphone microphones.

Like the above-cited work by Pan et al., however, other existing methods to
identify privacy threats in mobile devices also come with considerable limitations. Due
to its closed-source nature, there is generally a lack of scalable tools for detecting
malicious apps within iOS [19]. While, on the other hand, numerous efficient methods
have been proposed for automatically scanning Android apps, none of these approaches
is totally effective at detecting privacy leaks [59]. As with security checks of the official
app stores (see Sect. 5.1), there is a wide range of possible obfuscation techniques and
covert channels to circumvent detection mechanisms developed by the scientific
community [10, 67]. Furthermore, many of the existing approaches do not indicate if
detected data exfiltration activities are justified with regard to an app’s advertised
functionality [62]. Yerukhimovich et al. even suggest that apps classified as safe or
non-malicious are more likely to leak private information than typical “malware” [78].

Therefore, the fact that no evidence for large-scale mobile eavesdropping has been
found so far should not be interpreted as an all-clear. It could only mean that it is
difficult – under current circumstances perhaps even impossible – to detect such attacks
effectively.
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6 Ecosystem Providers as Potential Adversaries

Not only third-party apps but also mobile operating systems themselves can access
privacy-sensitive smartphone data and transfer it over the Internet. It has been known
for years that both, iOS and Android, do so extensively [5]. Examining the amount of
data sent back to Google’s and Apple’s servers from test devices, a recent study found
that iPhones – on average – received four requests per hour from their manufacturer
during idle periods, and eighteen requests during periods of heavy use [68]. Leaving
these numbers far behind, Android phones received forty hourly requests from Google
when in idle state and ninety requests during heavy use. Of course, the number of
requests per hour has only limited informational value. Data is often collected much
more frequently, such as on a secondly basis or even constantly, to be later aggregated,
compressed and sent out in data bundles [5].

While the establishment of network connections can be monitored, many aspects of
data collection and processing in smartphones remain opaque. The source code of iOS
is not made publicly available, and while Android is based on code from the Android
Open Source Project, several of Google’s proprietary apps and system components are
closed-source as well [2]. Due to the resulting lack of transparency, it cannot be reliably
ruled out that sensitive data is collected and processed without the will or knowledge of
the smartphone owner – although, naturally, this would represent a considerable legal
and reputational risk for the corresponding platform provider.

As an intermediary between applications and hardware resources, operating sys-
tems control the access to smartphone sensors, including microphones, accelerometers
and gyroscopes, and can also decide whether or not sensor activity is indicated to the
user on the device’s screen. Other than with third-party apps, there is no superior
authority in the system supervising the actions and decisions of iOS and Android.
While external security experts can carry out inspections using similar methods as
outlined in Sect. 5.2, they also face similar limitations. There is no reason to assume
that operating systems refrain from using sophisticated obfuscation techniques to
conceal their data collection practices. Additionally, being in control of the whole
system, iOS and Android can access data on different levels of their respective software
stack, which gives them more options for stealthy data exfiltration and could possibly
impede detection.

7 Technical and Economic Feasibility

Even where adversaries manage to get around security measures and evade detection, it
remains questionable whether a continuous and large-scale eavesdropping operation for
the purpose of ad targeting would be technically feasible and economically viable.
Based on estimations of CPU, battery, network transfer and data storage requirements,
some commentators already stated their conclusion that such an operation would be far
too expensive [51, 76] and may “strain even the resources of the NSA” [71]. Taking
into account their underlying assumptions, these estimates appear valid. However, there
are several ways in which smartphone-based eavesdropping could be made much more
efficient and scalable, including:
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• Low quality audio recording. To reduce the required data storage, processing
power and energy consumption, adversaries could record audio at low bitrates.
Speech signals do not even have to be intelligible to the human ear to be recognized
and transcribed into text by algorithms [54].

• Local pre-processing. Some steps in the processing of recordings (e.g. transcrip-
tion, extraction of audio features, data filtering, keyword matching, compression)
can be performed locally on the device in order to transmit only the most relevant
data to remote servers and thus reduce network traffic and required cloud storage.

• Keyword detection instead of full speech recognition. The amounts of processing
power required for automatic speech recognition can be prohibitively high for local
execution on mobile devices. A less CPU-intensive alternative to full speech
recognition is keyword detection, where only a pre-defined vocabulary of spoken
words is recognized. Such systems can even run on devices with much lower
computational power than smartphones, such as 16-bit microcontrollers [25]. It has
been argued that it would still be too taxing for mobile devices to listen out for the
“millions or perhaps billions” of targetable keywords that could potentially be
dropped in private conversations [51]. However, instead of listening for specific
product and brand names, audio recordings can simply be scanned for trigger words
that indicate a person’s interest, such as “love”, “enjoyed”, or “great”, in order to
identify relevant snippets of the recording, which can then be analyzed in more
depth. In fact, this very audio analysis method has already been patented, with the
specific declared purpose of informing “targeted advertising and product recom-
mendations” [22].

• Selective recording. Instead of recording continuously, an adversary could only
record at selected moments using wake words or triggers based on time, location,
user activity, sound level, and other context variables. This could significantly
reduce the amount of required storage and network traffic [67].

Mobile apps that use all or some of the above techniques can be light enough to run
smoothly on smartphones, as numerous commercial apps and research projects show
[9, 10, 33, 58, 67].

But even if it is possible for companies to listen in on private conversations, some
argue that this information might not be of much value to advertisers, since they would
need to know a conversation’s context and speaker personalities very well in order to
accurately infer personal preferences and purchase intentions from spoken phrases [51].
This argument is reasonable, but can equally be applied to many other profiling
methods, including online tracking and location tracking, which are widely used
nonetheless. Of course, where contextual information is sparse, such methods may lead
to wrong conclusions about the respective data subject, possibly resulting in poor and
inefficient ad targeting. However, this would not conflict with the above-mentioned
reports of suspected eavesdropping: While the ads were perceived as inspired by topics
raised in private conversations, they did not always reflect the purported witnesses’
actual needs and wants [6, 12].

From an outside perspective, it cannot be precisely determined how profitable
certain types of personal data are for advertisers. It is therefore difficult, if not
impossible, to draw up a meaningful cost-benefit calculation. However, it can generally
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be assumed that private conversations contain a lot of valuable profiling information,
especially when speakers express their interest in certain products or services. It is also
worth mentioning that some of the world’s largest companies earn a significant portion
of their revenue through advertising – for Google and Facebook, this portion amounted
to 85% and 98% in 2018, respectively [1, 23]. Profits from advertising can be con-
siderably increased through effective targeting, which requires the collection of detailed
personal information [68]. There is no doubt that smartphone sensor data can be very
useful for this purpose. A recently filed patent describes, for example, how “local
signals” from a mobile device, including motion sensor data and audio data from the
microphone, can be analyzed to personalize a user’s Facebook news feed [50].

8 Unauthorized Access to Smartphones

Although this is most likely no explanation for suspicious ad placement, it should be
noted that there are many ways in which skilled computer experts or “hackers” can gain
unauthorized access to mobile devices. The widespread use of smartphones makes
them a particularly attractive hacking target [4].

Not only cyber criminals, but also law enforcement agencies and secret services
invest heavily in their capabilities to exploit software flaws and other security vul-
nerabilities in consumer electronics [73]. It has been known for some time that intel-
ligence agencies, such as NSA, GCHQ, and CIA, are equipped with tools to secretly
compromise devices running iOS, Android and other mobile operating systems,
enabling them “to move inside a system freely as if they owned it” [66, 75].

In addition to accessing sensitive data, such as geo-location, passwords, personal
notes, contacts, and text messages, this includes the ability to turn on a phone’s
microphone without a user’s consent or awareness [11]. With the help of specialized
tools, smartphone microphones can even be tapped when the device is (or seems)
switched off [73]. Such attacks can also be successful in high-security environments. In
a recent case, for example, more than 100 Israeli servicemen had their phones infected
with spyware that allowed unknown adversaries to control built-in cameras and
microphones [57].

Besides the United States and some European nations, other developed countries,
such as Russia, Israel and China, also have highly sophisticated spying technology at
their disposal [75]. Less developed countries and other actors can buy digital eaves-
dropping tools from a flourishing industry of surveillance contractors at comparatively
low prices [60]. That not only secret services but also law enforcement agencies in the
US can be authorized to convert smartphones into “roving bugs” to listen in on private
conversations has been confirmed in a 2012 court ruling [16]. Eavesdropping capa-
bilities of criminal organizations should not be underestimated, either. According to a
report by McAfee and the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), there
are 20 to 30 cybercrime groups with “nation-state level” capacity in countries of the
former Soviet Union alone [52].
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9 Discussion

So far, despite significant research efforts, no evidence has been found to confirm the
widespread suspicion that firms are secretly eavesdropping on smartphone users to
inform ads. To the best of our knowledge, however, the opposite has not been proven
either. While some threat scenarios (e.g. the constant transfer of uncompressed audio
recordings into the cloud) can be ruled out based on existing security measures and
considerations regarding an attack’s visibility, cost and technical feasibility, there are
still many security vulnerabilities and a fundamental lack of transparency that poten-
tially leave room for more sophisticated attacks to be successful and remain undetected.

In comparison with the researchers cited in this paper, it can be assumed that certain
companies have significantly more financial resources, more training data, and more
technical expertise in areas such as signal processing, data compression, covert
channels, and automatic speech recognition. This is – besides unresolved contradictions
between cited studies and large remaining research gaps – another reason why existing
work should not be seen as final and conclusive, but rather as an initial exploration of
the issue.

While this paper focuses on smartphones, it should be noted that microphones and
motion sensors are also present in a variety of other Internet-connected devices,
including not only VR headsets, wearable fitness trackers and smartwatches, but also
baby monitors, toys, remote controls, cars, household appliances, laptops, and smart
speakers. Some of these devices may have weaker privacy safeguards than smart-
phones. For instance, they may not ask for user permission before turning on the
microphone or may not impose a limit on sensor sampling frequencies. Numerous
devices, including smart TVs [13], smart speakers [27], and connected toys [26], have
already been suspected to spy on private conversations of their users. Certain smart
home devices, such as home security alarms, may even contain a hidden microphone
without disclosing it in the product specifications [44]. For these reasons, it is essential
to also thoroughly examine non-smartphone devices when investigating suspicions of
eavesdropping.

It is quite possible, at the same time, that the fears of advertising companies
eavesdropping on private conversations are unfounded. Besides the widespread attri-
bution to chance, one alternative approach to explaining strangely accurate advertise-
ments points to all the established tracking technologies commonly employed by
advertisers that do not depend on any phone sensors or microphones [51].

Drawing from credit card networks, healthcare providers, insurers, employers,
public records, websites, mobile apps, and many other sources, certain multi-national
corporations already hold billions of individual data points on consumers’ location
histories, browsing behaviors, religious and political affiliations, occupations, socioe-
conomic backgrounds, health conditions, personality traits, product preferences, and so
on [17, 64]. Although their own search engines, social networks, email services, route
planners, instant messengers, and media platforms already give them intimate insight
into the lives of billions of people, advertising giants like Facebook and Google also
intensively track user behavior on foreign websites and apps. Of the 17.260 apps
examined in [59], for example, 48.22% share user data with Facebook in the
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background. Through their analytics services and like buttons, Google and Facebook
can track clicks and scrolls of Internet users on a vast number of websites [17].

The deep and potentially unexpected insights that result from such ubiquitous
surveillance can be used for micro-targeted advertising and might thereby create an
illusion of being eavesdropped upon, especially if the data subject is ill-informed about
the pervasiveness and impressive possibilities of data linkage.

Even without being used for audio snooping, smartphones (in their current con-
figuration) allow a large variety of actors to track private citizen in a much more
efficient and detailed way than would ever have been possible in even the most
repressive regimes and police states of the 20th century. At the bottom line, whether
sensitive information is extracted from private conversations or collected from other
sources does not make much difference to the possibilities of data exploitation and the
entailing consequences for the data subject. Therefore, whether justified or not, the
suspicions examined in this paper eventually lead to a very fundamental question:
What degree of surveillance should be considered acceptable for commercial purposes
like targeted advertising? Although this paper cannot offer an answer to this political
question, it should not be forgotten that constant surveillance is by no means a tech-
nical necessity and that, by definition, democracies should design and regulate tech-
nology to primarily reflect the values of the public, not commercial interests.

Certainly, the fear of eavesdropping smartphones should never be portrayed as
completely unfounded, as various criminal and governmental actors can gain unau-
thorized access to consumer electronics. Although such attacks are unlikely to result in
targeted advertisement, they equally deprive the user of control over his or her privacy
and might lead to other unpredictable harms and consequences. For example, digital
spying tools have been used to infiltrate the smartphones of journalists [49] and human
rights activists [60] for repressive purposes.

Finally, it should be recognized that – apart from the linguistic contents of speech –

microphones and motion sensors may unexpectedly transmit a wealth of other sensitive
information. Through the lens of advanced analytics, a voice recording can reveal a
speaker’s identity [53], physical and mental health state [20, 37], and personality traits
[61], for example. Accelerometer data from mobile devices may implicitly contain
information about a user’s location [35], daily activities [48], eating, drinking and
smoking habits [72, 74], degree of intoxication [30], gender, age, body features and
emotional state [43] and can also be used to re-construct sequences of text entered into
a device, including passwords [42].

10 Conclusion

After online advertisements seemingly adapted to topics raised in private face-to-face
conversations, many people suspect companies to secretly listen in through their
smartphones. This paper reviewed and analyzed existing approaches to explaining the
phenomenon and examined the general feasibility and detectability of mobile eaves-
dropping attacks. While it is possible, on the one hand, that the strangely accurate ads
were just a product of chance or conventional profiling methods, the spying fears were
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not disproved so far, neither by device manufacturers and ecosystem providers nor by
the research community.

In our threat model, we considered non-system mobile apps, third-party libraries,
and ecosystem providers themselves as potential adversaries. Smartphone microphones
and motion sensors were investigated as possible eavesdropping channels. Taking into
account permission requirements, user notifications, sensor sampling frequencies,
limited device resources, and existing security checks, we conclude that – under the
current levels of data collection transparency in iOS and Android – sophisticated
eavesdropping operations could potentially be run by either of the above-mentioned
adversaries without being detected. At this time, no estimate can be made as to the
probability and economic viability of such attacks.
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